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Abbreviations and symbols 

ACT ACllVlTY 

adj adjective 

AdjW Adjective Word 

Adv Adverb 

AF ACTOR FOCUS 

AflF PRIMARY affected focus affix (direct object or goal) 

ADF SECONDARILY affected focus affix (indirect object or referent) 

AG AGENT 

att attribute 

attr attribution 

AUD AUDIENCE 

C CENTRAL 

C1.C CENTRAL position (C) or nucleus of the clause (CI) 

C1.Fl n R s T  position following (F) the nucleus of the clause (Cl) 

C1.E SECOND position following (F) the nucleus of the clause (Cl) 

CL.P position PRECEDING (P) the clause (CI) 

CMP COMPLETIVE 
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COG 

COM 

COMM 

cond 

conj 

conv 

COORD 

CS 

DIR 

Disc 

EXP 

EXPR 

EXPRS 

Ev 

f 
F 

FREQ 

GEN 

GF 

GL 

IF 

INC 

IndQuote 

INS 

ITR 

J 

KIN 

K ~ ~ . R E F  

LA 

LK 

LOC 

M 

morph 

n 

n 

NEG 

NM 

COGNITION 

COMMENT 

COMMUNICATOR 

condition 

conjunction 

conversation 

COORDINATION 

Communication Situation (superscript) 

DiRECIlON 

Discourse 

EXPERIENCE 

EXPERIENCER 

EXPRESSION 

Event 

friend (in chart 3 only) 

any position following the nucleus of a construction; a following numeral signifies the 
number of positions removed 

FREQUENCY 

GENERAL 

Goal Focus 

GOAL 

Instrument Focus 

INCOMPLETE 

Indirect Quote 

INSTRUMENT 

ITERATIVE (chart 3) 

Juan (in chart 3 only) 

Kinship 

Kinship Reference 

Logical Arrangement 

LINK 

LOCATION 

Morphemic Stratum (superscript) 

morpheme 

any number of times (superscript) 

noun 

NEGATION 

Noun Marking Particle 
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NP 

OBI 

OBL 

P 

P 

PERS 

PF 

PHEN 

PI 
PossnPhr 

PredFocus 

PrepPhr 

Pm 
PROC 

PROP 

psych 

PU'P 
QUO 

REA 

REC 

REL 

RelProx 

ref 

RF 

S 

S 

SEQ 

SOC.REF 

SP 
SPAT M C  

ST 

STIM 

T 

TA 

TempLoc 

VOC 

W 

Noun Phrase 

Object 

OBLIQUE, not focused 

any position preceding the nucleus of a construction; a following numeral signifies the 
number of positions removed 

Pedro (in chart 3, column 4 from right) 

Person Marker 

Primary Focus 

PHENOMENON 

plural 

Possession Phrase (Fig. 1) 

Predication Focus 

Prepositional Phrase (Fig. 1) 

pronoun 

PROCESSOR 

PROPOSITION 

psychological process 

purpose 

QUOTATION 

REACTOR 

RECIPROCAL 

Relational Particle, marking temporal or logical arrangements 

Relative Proximity 

reflexive (chart 3) 

Referential Focus 

sheep (in chart 3 only) 

Semantic Stratum (superscript) 

SEQUENTIAL 

Social Reflexive 

specifier 

SPATIAL LOCATION 

STEM 

STIMULUS 

TOPIC 

Temporal Arrangement 

Temporal Location 

VOCATIVE 

Verb Phrase 
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Verb Word 

signifies one of three types of zero marking 

shows realization relationships from a lower to a higher stratum 

shows realization relationships from a higher to a lower stratum 

environment in which a realization occurs 

filled by 

horizontal line above a word or abbreviation signifies 'not' 

glottal stop in vernacular words 

compound gloss in vernacular text; in formulas to tie two parts of a formula together 

semantic/grammatical components 

morpheme boundary 

syllable break between rag, before the word rank indicates minus rank or the lower 
ranking of two people involved in a kinship or social relationship 

incomplete sentence 

inclusive 

select one alternative 

zero allomorph 

zero reference in vernacular 

zero reference in gloss 

0. Introduction 

The theoretical model that underlies this description of Limos Kalingal discourse structure is a 
stratified communication model developed by Ilah Fleming (1977). This model reflects Sydney Lamb's 
(1966) basic division of language into multiple strata. Each stratum is characterized by two kinds of 
relationships: Tactic' relationships are the relationships that obtain between different elements on the 
same stratum; 'realization' relationships specify the relationships between elements of one stratum to 
elements on another stratum. 

Stratificational theory proposes the recognition or distinction within language of multiple strata, 
varying in number from two to six depending on the individual linguist and the stage in the development 
of the theoretical model being followed. Such stratification proves useful in the analysis of language 

' The present study is based on data from the subdialect of Kalinga spoken by people living in and around the 
village of Limos. It is known by its speakers as Linimos. It is also referred to as Limos Kalinga and is just one of 
a number of dialects of Kalinga. It is spoken by eight to ten thousand people living in about ten communities 
(barrios) along the lower Saltan river valley in the municipality of Pinukpuk. The author of this study spent five 
years living with his family in the village of Asibanglan, where all inhabitants are speakers of Linimos. 
Kalinga is an Austronesian language. Thomas and Gieser (1972:66), building on classifications proposed by other 

linguists and based on independent dialect survey work conducted under the auspices of SlL, developed a decimal 
classification of Philippine languages in which they place Kalinga under the Central Cordilleran group of languages 
along with Ilocano, Itneg, Bontoc, Kankanay, Ifugao, Inibaloi, and Isinai. There are an estimated seventy to eighty 
thousand speakers of Kalinga living in the Kalinga subprovince of Kalinga-Apayao in the northern part of the island 
of Luwn. 
The narrator of the story that was analyzed for this study is Mr. Louis Balutoc, a native speaker of Linimos. The 

story was published in a collection of short stories called All& un Mnmbolikar 'Stories That Speak'. 
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in small chunks while at the same time providing for the integration of these chunks into one complex 
whole. 

According to stratificational theory the primary function of language is communication. It is also 
recognized that language is only a part of communication. The importance of the communication 
situation (context) for Linguistic analysis is well established in the history of linguistics as shown by 
Mildred Larson (1971:9-13). 

Henry Gleason, one of the leaders in the development of stratificational theory, has pointed out the 
importance of context or experience, as he calls it, in determining the structures observed in language. 
He defines language as that aspect of communication which is bounded by sound at one end and 
'experience' at the other (Gleason 1964:l). While emphasizing the autonomy of language within the 
boundaries of sound and experience, he recognizes also that "the whole complex organization seems 
to be determined (in broad outline) by the external phenomena contacted through these interfaces" 
(ibid.). 

Ilah Fleming is the first to develop the idea of the communication situation and integrate it into 
shatificational theory. In her stratified communication model she recognizes the importance of context, 
that is, the communication situation, to the organization of language, integrating it into the theory by 
assigning it a separate stratal status along with semantics, morphemics (grammar), the expression level 
(which includes the phonemic, graphemic, kinesic, and gestemic strata), and finally physical 
phenomena. Figure 1 (from Fleming 1977) represents the static communication model and shows some 
of the content of the various strata. 

Making the communication situation a stratum in the communication model allows the analyst to 
show how the communication situation affects and to a large degree actually determines the structure 
of the text. It can be shown, for example, how a certain construction on the semological stratum is 
chosen to convey the intent of the communicator, or how the choice of a construction on a lower-level 
stratum is influenced by the need to consider the attitude of the audience in the communication 
situation. 

The data upon which my study is based is taken primarily from a Kalinga t e a  about two brothers. 
It is a story that Kalingas tell to teach the value of kinship relations. The complete text with an 
interlinear and a free translation is given in the Appendix. My purpose in analyzing the text was to 
see what could be discovered about participant identification and the arrangement of propositions in 
Limos Kalinga discourse. 

The basic analytical technique was the use of different kinds of charts to attempt to highlight 
structural features of the morphemic, semantic, and communication situation strata. In both the section 
on participant identification and the section on propositional arrangement three different kinds of 
charts were used. In each case the text was charted first according to morphological data, then 
according to semantic data organized on the basis of morphological criteria, and finally data from the 
communication situation were charted, organized on the basis of semantic and morphological criteria. 
At each stage, observations were made on the structure of thc text and conclusions drawn or hypotheses 
formulated about the nature of Kalinga discourse. These observations, conclusions, and hypotheses are 
reported here. How the structural features of the different strata are related to one another is shown 
by realization relationships. (Sometimes it was found that the initial charting of a text needed to be 
revised on the basis of certain structural features that may not have been taken into consideration at 
first.) 

1. Participant identification 

In this study only two charts are constructed for the analysis of participant identification. The first 
is the morphemic trace and the second is a summary chart combining aspects of the semantic and the 
communication situation trace. 
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C o m m u n i d  n ( C S )  

CULTURE COMMUNICATOR 

LANGUAGE INTENT 

SOCIAL SETllNG ATI1TUDES. BELIEF3 

SOCIAL RELA?lONSI4II'S INTEREST 

RCERENTIAL REALM. AUDIENCE 

Incidents INTENT 

Referents AlTlTUDES, BELIEFS 

TIME INTEREST 

PLACE COMMUNCATION: encode, decode 

Semantics (s)  (Scmotactics) 

Interproposition Paragraph Discourse Conversation Block 
Taxonomic hierarchies: 

CLASS +MEMBER Proposilion 

Mornhemics (M) (Morphotactics) I 

WHOLE + PART 

Cooccurrenee possibilities 
and restrictions 
(Semantic Dictionary) 

/ NP PossnPhr PrepPhr vr' Clause Sentence NWord VWord I 

. . -. . . . . . . . - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 
thing, action, perception, mental process, psychological process, 
attribute(th), attribute(act), relational, directional, specifier 

noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, etc. 
(Morphemic Dictionary) 

~ I 

Phonemics (P) (Phonotactics) 
Intonation Group Breath Group 
Rhythm Group Pause Group 
Stress Group 
Syllable 

Phonemes Clusters 

Spread of pitch range 
Volume 
Speed 
Voicing, breathiness 

features -- I 
Fig. 1. A swlic wmmunicalion model. 
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1.1 Morphemic trace 

The morphemic trace (see chart 1) consists of separate columns for each of the referents in the 
text. In each column are listed the various ways the referent is realized on the morphemic stratum 
along with the function of the referent in each of its occurrences. In the first column to the left are 
listed the events of the story in which each of the realizations occurs, while in the last column to the 
right additional constituents such as spatial and temporal location are shown. The interstratal 
relationships illustrated in this trace primarily involve realization relationships from the communication 
situation to the morphemic stratum. These will be discussed here, and then summary formulae will be 
presented at the end of this section. 

In Limos Kalinga discourse, reference to participants can be made by either nouns, pronouns, or 
zero. In general, it appears that a referent must be introduced in the text by a noun; subsequent 
reference is usually by the use of pronouns. In the text under consideration here, all referents (except 
the audience, which is addressed in the concluding paragraph) were referred to in their initial 
occurrence by nouns. In addition, nouns may be used to establish the topic or theme of a paragraph 
or longer section. Nouns are also used to reestablish reference to a participant following intervening 
reference to another participant in the same role function. 

These general 0bse~ationS about the use of nouns and pronouns in Kalinga are subject to 
modification on the basis of potential for ambiguity or other factors from the semantic stratum. These 
will be discussed more fully in section 1.2. 

The occurrence of zero reference is morphologically determined. There are two kinds of zero 
reference. One type is the zero realization of the third person singular pronoun belonging to one of 
the focused sets of pronouns (set 1, 3, or 5). These are indicated in the trace by the symbol 0. They 
are not considered to be instances of zero realization in the morphemics but rather the realization of 
a particular pronoun form which has zero realization in the phonemic stratum and contrasts with other 
pronoun forms in the morphemics. 

When a referent is present in the semantics but is not overtly realized on the morphemic stratum, 
a # is used. This occurs in several different kinds of constructions. One in which it is found in the text 
of the Appendix is in the second of two coordinate clauses with identical subjects, for example, in the 
second sentence, given here as example 1. (Note that the number to the right of all examples is the 
sentence number of the text.) 

(1) Adi do rnangkaWcakan knn manlollonok # si boloy. 2 
not they ~~,ea t . together .~EC,I~c  conj enter,REC,INC ([hey) NM house 

This type of zero realization of participant reference also occurs in cases of logical arrangement on 
the semantic stratum (SLogical Arrangement) introduced by the morpheme un. An example is found 
in sentence 4 of the text: 

(2) Kanayuna rnan'abaabat da un umoy # man'ay'ayaw ... 
always PF,meet,lNC they in.order.to go,INC (they) visit,l~C 

Finally, this type of zero reference is found in constructions with verbs marked for nonprimary focus 
using pronoun set 3 in the second position following the clause nucleus (CI.F2) and whose primary 
function participant2 is third person singular. In this type of construction the primary function 
participant is usually not realized in the morphemic stratum. The following is an example: 

I distinguish here between primary function participants and nonprimary function participants. Primary functions 
include: AGENTS SPEAKERS, WERIENCERS. PROCESSORS, R E A ~ R S ,  OWNERS and the +rank (ego) participants in 
KIN and ~ I A L  RELATION. 
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(3) Ulay laweng nat sunud nu, taguwon dika # nu nasigab ... 26 
even bad NM brother your save,INc you @y.him) if difficult 

Some other instances that had at first appeared to be zero reference were found to coincide with 
the occurrence of the verb 'go' in conjunction with another verb. In each case the reference to the 
participant was found to occur with 'go' while there was no reference to the participant on the following 
verb. This is exactly the pattern that is found in verb phrases with the negative particle or the adverb 
'then'. On the basis of this pattern the occurrences of 'go' followed by another verb with only a single 
realization of the reference to the participant were viewed as verb phrases. When the clause nucleus 
(C1.C) is filled by a verb phrase, the reference to the primaly function participant is drawn out of its 
normal position in the clause and into the verb phrase. The vacant place that is left in the position 
that would normally be filled by this participant is indicated by -in the morphotactic trace (see chart 
3). 

The general observations about participant reference on the morphemic stratum are summarized in 
the following formulae (in which a slash symbolizes the relationship 'is realized by', a double bar shows 
the environment in which the various realizations occur, and a horizontal line above a term means 
'not'): 

1. I 

. 

3. 1 1 Elsewhere, provided there is no Mpronoun 
ambiguity. 

(a) Initial occurrence. 
@) Paragraph or section topic. 
(c) Reestablishing reference after 

intervening reference in the 
same role function. 

2. 1 I 

The first of these formulae would be read as follows: A referent in the communication situation 
(CSReferent) is realized by a noun on the morphemic stratum (Mnoun) in its initial occurrence, when 
it is the paragraph or section topic, or when reestablishing reference after intervening reference in the 
same role function. 

'(a) Second clause of coordinate 
clause with identical subject. 

(b) Purpose clause following un. 
(c) 3rd singular primary function - participant following prlmary 

focus + pronoun set 3 

The previous discussion concerns the majority of instances of participant identification in Kalinga 
narrative discourse in which the referent is third-petson not-communicator and not-audience (COMM, - 
AUD). In addition to these, this text contains several instances of participant reference in which the 
participant is referred to as either COMMUNICATOR or AUDIENCE within a Conversation Block. All 
references to participants as COMMUNICATOR use pronouns. References to participants as AUDIENCE 

use either nouns (vocative) or pronouns. 
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1.2 Summary of semantics and  the  communication situation 

In chart 2 I have summarized the information that I found most revealing for the analysis of 
participant identification from the semantics and the communication situation. Down the left side of 
the chart I have listed the semantic and communication situation (cs) functions used; across the top 
are the referents being compared with regard to these functions. (Several other referents found in the 
text are not given in the chart because their mention was either infrequent or insignificant to the present 
analysis.) 

In relation to semantics I have found it useful to distinguish between participants and props. 
Participants may occur in primary function roles in event propositions (e.g., AGENT, SPEAKER); props 
never occur in such roles. 

Another helpful distinction can be made among participants between major and minor participants. 
Major participants are distinguished from minor, at least in the present text, by the fact that the major 
participants are introduced first and are named, in contrast to the minor participant who is never 
named. The manner of introduction in the narrative may also be important in distinguishing them in 
that the major participants are introduced in a topic noun phrase, while the minor participant is 
brought on with an existential. 

Among the two major participants one stands out as being the central major participant by his 
depiction as higher ranking, both in his kin relationship to his brother and in his social relationship 
to his friend. In each case he is represented as the ego in respect to whom these relationships are 
specified. He also outranks the other two in the amount of background information given about him. 

Such distinctions between central-major, major, and minor participants result in a ranking of the 
participants in order from one to three. Juan would receive first rank as the central-major participant, 
Pedro second rank as the other major participant, and the friend would be third as the minor 
participant. This relative ranking of the participants is given additional statistical weight from the 
semantic trace by the fact that Juan is cast in a primary role much more frequently (61 times) than 
Pedro (24 times) or the friend (12 times). Juan is also made the topic of the sentence (CI.F2) more 
often (29 times) than Pedro (8 times) or the friend (6 times). Juan is mentioned by name 6 times, Pedro 
3 times, and the friend never. Finally Juan and Pedro are cast in the function of paragraph or section 
topic (C1.P) in their initial introduction, and then Juan is given this function alone a little later. 

On the basis of the relative rank of the participants as outlined above and the ways in which they 
are referred to in the text, it would be possible to assign values to the means of referring to participants. 
Reference by naming would have a value of +2. Reference by pronoun would have a value of + 1. 
Reference by a common noun or noun phrase on the morphemic stratum signaling such semantic 
information as identification and relationships on the semantic stratum would have a value of -1. Using 
these values, Juan, who is referred to by naming and pronouns, would receive a rank of +3; Pedro, 
who is referred to by all three means, would receive a rank of +2; and the friend, whose refercncc by 
pronoun would be cancelled out by his reference by a common noun phrase, would receive a rank of 
zero. 

If the values assigned to the different means of referring to participants accurately reflect at least 
some of what is going on in the semantics of participant reference in Kalinga discourse, they might 
explain the use of noun phrases in referring to participants at certain points in the text where, according 
to the general principles stated in section 1.1, we might have expected pronouns. The noun phrase 
might be seen as a means of emphasizing the lower rank of the participants so referred to in contrast 
to a higher-ranking participant mentioned in the same context. For example, in sentences 11 and 12 
of the text in the Appendix the friend is referred to twice in succession by a noun phrase with no 
intervening reference to another participant in the same role function. The same is true for Pedro i n  
sentences 17 and 18. 
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These observations about the ranking of the referents are summarized in the following CS/S 

realization relationships, showing how the communication situation (cs) is realized on the semantic 
stratum (s): 

C ~ P A R ~ C I P A N T  RANKING I major participants 

Naming 
S ~ C ~ ~ O ~ . T O P I C  

C ~ P A R ~ C I P A N T  RANKING I central major participant 

/ + RANK in S K i n . ~ ~ ~  and S ~ O ~ . ~ ~ ~  

C ~ P A R ~ C I P A N T  RANKING I minor participant 

2. Propositional arrangement 

The ways in which the propositions of the t e a  in the Appendix are arranged were investigated for 
the morphemic, semantic, and communication situation strata. This involved the construction of a 
morphotactic trace of the text, a semotactic trace, and a referential plot trace (charts 3, 4, and 5, 
respectively). 

2.1 Morphotactic t race  

On the morphemic stratum the minimum element is the morpheme, which occurs in morphemic 
distribution classes such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, and conjunctions. Morphemes 
combine into morphotactic constructions such as words, phrases, and clauscs. Morphotaclic con- 
stituents involve a member of a distribution class (or construction in cases of embedding) plus its 
relative sequential position with respect to the other constituents of the construction. 

Thc morphotactic trace of a text is a chain of morphemic constructions andlor single morphcmcs. 
The most frequently occurring element in the chain of the Kalinga text under study here is the clause 
construction. In chart 3, the clauses are charted in the five columns to the far right. To the lcrt of 
these five columns are the noun phrases, noun words, and adjective words that occur in the chain but 
are not part of the clause constructions; they are charted according to the seven positions of the noun 
phrase. The column immediately to the left of the noun phrases shows the case-marking particles, 
which arc attached to elements of the NP. The first column in chart 3, the one on the rar left, lists the 
single morphemes in the chain that function to connect propositions. These morphemes precede the 
clauses that they connect except for the particle man, which is a postposcd particle occurring 
immediately after the primary function participant in the clause. 

Before discussing the constructions in chart 3, I will give an example of a chain taken from the text. 
The first part of the text would be represented by the following morphemic chain (in which 
P = precedes; c = central; F = follows; and numbers are added to show relative distance from c). 
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Case = sa- 
NP = P4: [pl = da] = C: [noun coord = Juan kan Pedro ] 
CI = C: [vw = mansunud ] + FZ: [prn = da] 
morph = ywng 
C1 = C: [ w  = adi da matalarng ] 
morph = ta 
CI = C: [vw = manggulagula ] + I 2  [pm = da ] 
C1 = C: [ w  = adi do mangkokkakon ] 
morph = kan 
C1 = C: [vw = manlollonok ] + F3: [I. Case = si + 2. NP = C: boloy ] 

The charting of the chain-level constructions and morphemes in the morphotactic trace yields the 
following formula for the MClause: 

In this text only one clause was found in which all three of the F positions were filled. It is from 
sentence 20: 

(4) M ~ l  = C: VW = innilnok + F1: prn2 = na 
bring.in,cMp he 

+ F2: pm4 = 0 + F3: [I. Cast? = ut 2. NP = dit boloy ] 
him PF,~OCUS NM house 

The following are the M\S realization relationships for the clause on the morphemic stratum (MCI) 
and the various positions in the construction. 

The following are examples of some of these semantic constructions stated in terms of SIM realization 
relationships. (The number to the right of an example refers to the sentence of the text where it occurs.) 

MCI \ 

' 

(5) Wnship / MC1 = C: vw=mansunud + F2: prnl=do 
rel.as.sib they 

.EV ACTIVITY 
EV EXPERIENCE 
EV COGNITION 
EV PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EV CONVERSATION 

Kinship 
PHASE 

Existential 
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(6) ~ E V  A ~ T Y  1 MCI = C: VW = manggulagula + F2. prnl = du 
PF,always.fight,INC they 

exist friend his 
The M\s realization relationship for the first postnuclear position of the clause (MCI.F1) is as follows: 

I PROCESSOR 

REAC~OR (etc.) I 
The following is an s/M formula for S~~~~~ along with an example from the text. In the example 

the S~~~~ is balded. 

SAGENT I FOCUS I MC1.Fl 

(8) c: vw = pinakona- + F2: prn2 -na + F2: prn3 -0 
feed,cM~,AflF he him 

The M\S realization relationship for the second postnuclear position of the clause (MCI.F2) is as 
follows: 

The following is an sN formula for SGOAL along with an example from the text. 

SGOAL I I FOCUS I MCI.FZ 

(9) c: vw = dinokman- + F1: prn2 -na + F2: NP=dil imnn Jliun. 
grab,CMP,AflF he the hand.of Juan 

MCl.F2 \ =FOCUS + 

. 

M\S realization relationship for the third postnuclear position of the clause (MCI.F3) is as follows: 

.AGENT 
EXPERIENCE] 
SPEAKER 
PROCESSOR 
INSTRUMENT 
RECIPIENT 
GOAL (etc.) 

MCI.~3 \ sFCCUS + 
GOAL (etc.) 

The following is an SN formula for SGOAL along with an example from the text. 

S ~ o ~ ~  I FOCUS I Mc1.m 

(10) c: vw = Nangwa + F2: prnl=0 + FJ: N P =  si sikop 
PF,make ,c~~  he NM plan 
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The M\S realization relationship for the prenuclear position of the clause (MCI.P) is as follows: 

REL PROX (etc.) 

The position of MCl.P is difficult to characterize from the data in this text since there are only two 
clauses in which this slot is filled, neither of which really expresses temporal location. Of the two 
occurrences of the MC1.P position in this text one is filled by the morpheme kanayun 'always' \ S ~ ~ ~  

and one by dagus 'immediately' \ S ~ ~ ~  PROX. 

The last clause position to he discussed here is the nucleus (MCI.C). This is the nuclear position in 
the clause. The following M\S formula shows some of the semantic functions expressed by the C1.C in 
this text. 

EXPERIENCE 
COGNl'nON 

EXPRESSION 

The following is an s/M formula for S ~ O ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~  along with an example from the text. 

(11) C: W = Mamomomok man + F2: NP=si Juan 
PF,think,INC, TA,SEQ person,~P Juan 

The MC1.C can be filled by verb phrases (VP) as well as verb words (vw). The MVP is not reflected 
in the charting of the morphotactic trace and has not been fully analyzed. The following is a tentative 
formula for the Mw based on data from this text. 

umoyli- go 

maabus finish 

The following is an example of a VP: 

(12) vp = P4: i- + P3: pm2: -na + PI: katnpay + C. itdan 

go he certainly givc,INC 

In Kalinga, as in most Philippine languages, there is considerable inflectional complexity in the 
%l.C. A number of different kinds of reduplication can occur on the stem as well as the affixes of 
the Mvw. Although reduplication is not analyzed in any detail in this study, some of its semantic 
functions as observed in this text wcre continuative, iterative, and reciprocal. The following VP is an 
example that shows the kind of reduplication that is typical in Kalinga. 
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(13) Adi da mang- -kakka- -knn 2 
not they PF R E C ( C ~ V ~ C ~ C ~ V I  redupl) eat(stem) 

The other type of complexity in the MCl.C of Philippine languages is the focus affiation on the 
verb. I have previously described some of the semantics involved in these focus affies, see Wiens 
1979. The focus affixes can be subdivided into two basic types: those that focus on the primary function 
participant (AGENT, EXPERIENCER, etc.) and those that focus on the nonprimary participants. This latter 
type can be further subdivided into four types: those that focus on the most directly or totally affected 
participant; those that focus on the less directly or totally affected participant; those that focus on the 
conveyed participant; and those that focus on the beneficiary (the one for whom something is done). 
The affies that focus the primary function participants have been variously designated in Philippine 
languages as Subject Focus, Actor Focus, or Agent Focus affues. I refer to them as Primary Focus 
(PF). The affies most frequently referred to as Direct Object Focus or Goal Focus, I call Primary 
Affected Focus (AflF). The ones that have been called Indirect Object or Referent Focus, I call 
Secondarily Affected Focus (AfLF). The set of affies often referred to as Instrument Focus or 
Accessory Focus, I call Conveyance Focus (CF). For the fourth set of affutes, the ones that focus on 
the beneficiary, I retain the designation Beneficiary Focus. 

For a complete listing of these affi  sets along with a more detailed discussion of their semantic 
function, see Wiens 1979. Although that study was not presented in terms of the theoretical model 
being used here, I believe that my observations there could easily be integrated into a description using 
this model in terms of the C S ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~  OF THE COMMUNICATOR. For example, a C s M  realization 
formula for the AflF might be something like the following: 

C S P E R S P E ~  OF COMM I I the most directly or totally affected participant in 
the action is to be seen as most prominent. 

1 Sincompletive (M-on) 
completive (M-in-) 

(14) Patoy- -on- -na dil osan knnnelu no, ... 
(most directly affected) 

 kill,^^^ AflF he NM one sheep his 

By the focus affixation that the communicator places on a verb he is in effect telling the audience 
which of the participants in the action he wants to be viewed as most prominent. The participant so 
singled out is indicated in the morphemics by its position in the clause (MC1.F2), as well as by the use 
of special sets of pronouns, the lack of case-marking in the case of ordinary noun phrases, or the 
particle si in the case of proper names. In the case of affixes that focus the primary function participant 
(PF), there can be no fillcr of the MCl.Fl. In order to be placed in this special focus relationship to 
the verb, a participant must be specific and normally also definite (i.e., previously identified). However, 
in the text of the Appendix the sheep is focused in its first occurrence. A possible explanation for this 
is that, in folk tales, the communicator may be assuming that the audience knows certain of the 
participants in the story. 

In addition to the clause, which is the most frequent clement in the MChain, the morphotactic trace 
(chart 3) also includes elements of the chain that are not constituents of the clause. Some of these 
occur as constituents of the noun phrase, represented by the seven columns to the left of the clause 
columns. The seven constituents of the NP are represented by the following formula: 
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The following are some of the M\S realization relationships for the M~~ and its constituents found 
in this text. 

M~~ \ EV ~ c n v r r ~  
EV PSYCHOLOGICAL 

1Kinship SOC.REF ) 
Attribution (etc.) 

The following are examples of some of these functions stated in terms of S/M realization relation- 
ships. 

(15) S~~ ACT / M~~ = P3: di- + P2: -1 + C: vw=koon + F1: pm2= do 3 
do they 

(16) SSOCREF I MNP = ~ 3 :  -di- + F2 -1 = C: n =gqyom + F1: prn = no 7 
friend his 

The following are the M\s realizations M ~ ~ . P 4  and M ~ P . ~ 3  followed by an example of the latter: 

M ~ ~ . P 4  \ 'plurality 

' ~ l u r a l i t ~  I M~F.P4:  da 

M ~ P . F 3  \ S ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ l T Y  (to COMM Or AUD) 

(17) Snear AUD / M ~ ~ . ~ 3 :  nut ((llay laweng nar ... gqyom nu ...) 26-27 
even bad the.near.hearer friend your 

The following is the M\s realization of M ~ ~ . ~ 3  followed by an example of its occurrence from the 
text: 

M ~ P . ~ ~  \ S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3  OR ENDOPHORIC REFERENCE 

(18) S E ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  REF / M ~ ~ ~ 2 :  -n (.,. innon tu- -n kook, ...) 12 
how near.speaker endophoric do.1 

For a discussion of how endophoric and exophoric reference is expressed by the use of different noun-marking 
particles, see Wiens 1986. 
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The following is the M\S realization of M ~ ~ . ~ ~  followed by an example: 

MNp.pl \ Attribution 

I Q U m  1 
(19) SQUAN'ITIY I M ~ ~ . ~ l :  amina (amin + a knnon da ... ) 

all LK food their 

The following is the M\S realization of MNP.C followed by an example: 

K~~.REF-rank (etc.) 

(20) SPartitive I MNP.C : ulu (di- -t ulu na ...) 
distant exophoric head his 

The following is the M\S realization of MNP.FI followed by an example: 

(21) S~~~~~ I M ~ ~ . ~ ~ :  na (di- -f ulu M ...) 
distant exophoric head his 

MNp.F1 \ 

. 

The following is the M\S realization of M ~ ~ . ~  followed by an example: 

'~ in .~EF+rank '  
SOC.REF+rank 
WHOLE 
OWNER 

AGENT (etc.) 

(22) S l ~ ~ ~ F l e ~  I MNP.R: un mansunud (dit mansubosubog da un manrunud.) 6 
NM fight they REL rel.as.sib 

The morphotactic trace (chart 3) also reveals a number of individual words which, although they 
are not actually functioning as constituents of an NP, are charted in the columns representing the NP 

construction. Some of these are question words or vocatives, which I have placed in the column for 
NP constituents. But most of the individual words in this text are adjective words functioning in 
predication focus (i.e., as predicates in relation to an adjacent NP). Technically, however, they are not 
regarded as constituents of a clause because they lack the inflectional potential characteristic of the 
constituents of the C1.C. In Kalinga, both adjective and noun words characteristically occur in this type 
of predication focus, usually in identificational or attribution constructions. The following is an example 
of this type of construction: 
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(23) Napiya du koon da 
good,PredFocus NM do they 

In Kalinga all NF's except those that stand in a focus relationship to a predicate must be marked 
by one of three sets of case markers.4 One type of case marker occurs on NFs expressing such semantic 
functions as OWNER, WHOLE, or nonfocused primary participant in a clause. The marker for this is an 
optional particle di- prefixed to P4 or P3 of the noun phrase and an -n attached to the preceding word 
if it ends in a vowel. The marker of proper names with these same semantic functions is ud plus the 
-n on a preceding vowel. Such NF's can be replaced by pm2. A second type of case marker consists 
of two allomorphs, si- or ut-, which are prefixed to the P4 or P3 of the NP. Pronouns or proper names 
of people in this case are marked by kan. NF's so marked occur in C1.R and can be replaced by pm5. 
Proper names of people standing in a focus relationship to a predicate are marked by si, but other 
focused NPs receive no case marking. Noun phrases marked for this second case express such semantic 
functions as GOAL or L O C A ~ O N  when they are not in a focused relationship to the verb. 

Another case marker, sa-, is used to mark topic NPs that are preposed to the clause. This case 
marker is used for both ordinary NF's and plural proper names. Singular proper names are marked for 
this case by the particle si. The column immediately to the left of the NP constituents in chart 3 shows 
the case markers in the text of the Appendix. 

The first column of chart 3 charts a number of individual morphemes, most of which seem to be 
used to realize SInterproposition functions. The following are examples of some of these types of 
morphemes in this text along with the semantic functions they realize. These are expressed in terms 
of M\S formulae. 

Myoong \ S ~ ~ L A n O ~  LOGICAL : contraexpectation 

(24) ... ywng adi da matakung ... 
but not they PF,get.along,~~c 

Mia \ M ~ ~ ~ ~ T l O ~  LOGICAL: evidence 

{z) 
(25) ... yoong adi da matolung manggulagula da. 

but not they PF,get.along,r~c for PF,always.fight,lNC they 

Mnu \ S ~ ~ ~ ~ T I ~ ~  LOGICAL: condition 

(26) Nu awad isidan dit osa ... ina knmpay itdan dit osa. 
if exist viand NM one go.he certainly give,lNC NM other 

Mot \ STemp~ral Arrangement SEQUEN~AL 

(27) ... dakngon da man, kannelu. 0t nilangon da ... 
arrive,l~c they TA, SEQ (saw).sheep and singe,cMP they 

For a more thorough discussion of case-marking particles in Limos Kalinga, see Wiens 1986. 
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Mulay \ SRELA~ON LOGICAL: concession 

(28) Ulny Iaweng not sunud nu, taguwon dikn ... 
even bad NM brother your save,INC you 

(29) Dumatong man 0 ... gumminga 0 
arrive(go,~~~SE,finish) TA he call he 

The first column of chart 3 also lists morphemes such as Mun (used to introduce S ~ ~ O ~ ~ T I ~ ~  

DIRECT) and Mnu (used to introduce SQUOTATION INDIRECT). The direct quotes are enclosed in the 
trace by solid lines and the indirect quotes by dotted lines. 

2.2 Semotactic trace 
The semotactic trace is charted according to semantic data organized on the basis of morphological 

criteria. The trace was constructed in two stages. In the first stage (chart 4), which is an intermediate 
stage between the morphotactic trace and the semotactic trace, I simply listed the morphemic 
realizations of the various SPropositions in columns according to criteria from the morphemics which 
I felt would prove useful in the semantics. In the first column I listed the NF's that were marked for 
topic case and preposed to a clause. In the next two columns I listed the clauses. Clauses with vw + 
completive aspect were listed in column 2 and clauses with vw + incompletive aspect in column 3. 
In column 4 I listed the existential constructions. In column 5 adjective words with predication focus 
followed by NPs were listed. In column 6 NF's with predication focus followed by another NP were 
listed. The next two columns were for constructions that signaled STemporal Arrangement: in column 
7, TAs signalled by man and in column 8, TAs signalled by un. Then there were three columns for 
SLogical Arrangement. First came LAs with ta, then LAs with un, and finally LAs with nu. The last 
column was used for the ~ ~ O T A T I O N  of the SConversation Block. 

The same columns were used in the second stage of the semotactic charting (chart 5), but the 
semotactic constructions and their fillers were spelled out. In most semantic constructions the 
constituents involve a semantic function filled by a semantic distribution class or embedded construc- 
tion. Semantic functions in various kinds of propositions include such things as AGENT, GO& ACTIVITY, 

EXPERIENCER, STIMULUS, EXPERIENCE, REACTOR, REACTION, AFFECT, SPATIAL LOCATION, TEMPORAL 

L O C A ~ O N ,  ITEM, A ~ I B U T I O N ,  IDENTIFIED, I D E ~ R E R ,  OWNER, OWED, etc. The fillers in a static 
formula include thing, action, mental process, psychological process, perception, phasals, relationals, 
attributes, etc. The trace formulae used in chart 5 give the specific fillers found in the text rather than 
the filler classes. The following is an example of a static formula: 

(30) 'EV ACI'MTY= AGENT: thing + GOAL: thing + ACTIVITY: action 

The first thing that stands out as we examine the semotactic trace is the fact that the distribution 
of clauses with vw + completive and clauses with vw + incompletive aspect is limited to certain 
portions of the text.5 The text begins with a section of propositions inflected for incompletive aspect, 
then moves into a section that has mostly completive aspect, and finally moves back to incompletive 

* It should be noted that in this particular model of stratificational grammar the SDiscourse is somewhat more 
narrowly defined than it may be in other models. The SDiscourse is seen as consisting of a succession of Tememporal 
Arrangements. What might be called discourse in other models, such as Longacre's tagmemics, is here referred to 
as V e t .  
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at the end. This would suggest a division of the text into three major parts. This apparent three-part 
division of the text is further corroborated by the fact that the same parts that are characterized by 
vw + incompletive also have the majority of the SLogical Arrangements and no occurrences of 
STemporal Arrangements. In the central part of the text, which is characterized by v w  + completive, 
there are relatively few SLAs, but all of the STAs in the text occur in the central part as do a11 of the 
S~~ CONVERSATION. 

Looking more closely at the semantic constructions involved in these three parts of the text we see, 
as we go through the section characterized by V W  + completive, that the first two parts seem to be 
tied together by the fillers of the functions all being third person, that is, and E, except in 
the cases of the S ~ u O ~ ~ T I O ~  DIR in the SConversation Block, where the referents are represented as 
either CoMM or AUD. In contrast to this the last part is addressed entirely to the AUDIENCE. On the 
basis of this evidence from the semotactic trace we can construct the following formula for the STea: 

' ~ e x t  = C: [S~iscourse Narr = P: non-Temp Arrang + Cn: Temp Arrang] 

F: 'Conversation Block 

Looking more closely at the various columns in the semotactic trace (chart 5) ,  we may ask further 
about the functions encoded by the various constructions represented by each column. The first column 
contains MNF's, which are preposed to a clause and are characterized in the phonological stratum by 
a special intonation pattern which sets them off from the following clause. The function of this type 
of preposing in participant identification and participant ranking has already been discussed in section 
1. Here it is simply noted that these constructions occur only in the SDisc.P, and thus provide additional 
confirmation for setting up this position in the structure of the SDiscourse. 

Column 2 contains constructions characterized by completive aspect in the Mvw. This is by far the 
most frequent construction in the text, confirming the status of the section of the text characterized by 
this construction as the nucleus of the SDisc, which in turn is the nucleus of the SText. The 
constructions in this column are clearly a series of STemporal Arrangements, as indicated by the 
occurrences of the particle asi 'then', which is not found in any of the other constructions, and also by 
the cooccurring STemporal Arrangements in columns 7 and 8, which also do not occur with 
constructions in any of the other columns. This use of the v w  + completive aspect in signalling 
STemporal Arrangements further confirms the hypothesis that this construction is used to mark the 
nucleus of both the discourse and the text. 

Column 3 contains constructions that are inflected for incompletive aspect on the verb. This 
construction is used most frequently at the beginning and end of the text. It frequently occurs in 
STemporal Arrangement constructions (ST&). The concentration of the incompletive aspect at the 
beginning and end of the text indicates that its function may be to provide introductory or background 
information and conclusions. Further evidence for this hypothcsis is that vw + incompletive occurs 
most frequently with SLogical Arrangements, which are characteristic of background information and 
conclusions. The incompletive aspect is found in STAs only twice in this text, once on the verb 'say', 
which is almost never inflected for completive aspect in Kalinga. (It would almost seem that the 
incompletive form of this verb is a frozen form in quotation formulae.) The other occurrence of vw 
+ incompletive in STAs cannot be explained at this point. Perhaps it is an error in the data. Or, if 
the data are correct, perhaps it is explanatory information interjected into the series of STAs. The 
following example occurs in sentence 21 of the tea. 

(31) Ina immos fl asi na badhn 0 sit abusonan ornson. 21 
go.he ba the , c~p  him then he clothe,rNc him when finish.he bathe,CMP 
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If the use of the incompletive here is seen as explanatory information interjected into the series of 
TAs, then a free translation of example 31 might be, 'He went and bathed him, and then put clothes 
on him when he had finished bathing him.' 

In column 4 there is only one existential construction. It functions to introduce the minor participant 
as has already been pointed out in section 1. Columns 5 and 6 contain constructions of AdjW + NP 

and NP + NP with predication focus on the AdjW or first NP. The function of these constructions seems 
to be to provide background or explanatory information about a participant or an event, making the 
AdjW or NP especially prominent by putting it in predication focus. 

Column 7 consists of STemporal Arrangements marked by the particle man + incompletive aspect. 
These constructions function as the first of two propositions in temporal arrangements, that is: 

S ~ ~ o ~ o s r n o ~  PRIOR in STernporal Arrangement SEQUE- and 
S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r n ~ ~  A in %emporal Arrangement SlMULTANEOUs 

They serve to tie together the sequence of temporal arrangements in the SDisc.C, usually by 
indicating the finishing phase of the preceding action or the beginning phase of the following action. 

Column 8 is used for constructions introduced by the particle un, which also seems to introduce 
STA, although in this text there was only one example. 

Columns 9-11 were used for constructions indicating SLogical Arrangement. Column 9 has LAs 
introduced by to, and these constructions occur as PROP PRIOR. The S ~ ~ L A n ~ ~  LOG: fa indicates 
such logical relationships as evidence, reason, and purpose. The function of these constructions as with 
the other SLAS seems to be mainly to provide explanatory information about the participants and events 
in the main propositions of the text. In column 10 are constructions indicating LAs introduced by un. 
These also function as S~~ PROP PRIOR in which case the S ~ ~ L A n ~ ~  LOG: Un expresses such functions 
as manner and purpose. Column 11 consists of PROP PRIOR introduced by the S ~ ~ L A n ~ ~  LOG: nu 
indicating SCondition. 

Column 12, the last column, consists of S ~ ~ o ~ ~ n o ~ s  filled by the content of what the participants 
are reported to say, either directly or indirectly. The function of the S Q U O T A ~ O N S  seems to be at least 
in part to dramatize the reported events and also to provide background for the events in the SDisc.C. 
The fact that these quotations occur only in the SDisc.C may also mark this as a separate constituent 
in the structure of the discourse. 

In charting the morphotactic trace and the semotactic trace I became increasingly aware of the 
frequency of several constructions, not all of which were charted separately in the charts. I noticed 
that many of the events consisted of apparently complex predicates, that is, 'go' plus the main event. 
Many of these occurred in conjunction with the particle asi 'then'. In addition, there was the very 
frequently occurring construction introduced by man. I began to wonder if these constructions could 
be functioning together in some way that was relevant to the organization of the whole text. So I 
constructed another chart (chart 6) using three columns: the first for events marked by the preposed 
topic NPs, the second for events marked by the complex predicate 'go' plus another verb, followed 
where applicable by asi 'then', and the third for constructions marked by man. I felt that the 
combination of these three constructions resulted in a fairly concise condensation or abstract (i.e., 
macrostructure) of the essential information in the SDisc. 

2 3  Referential plot trace 

The referential plot trace (chart 7) is based on the distinction found in the semotactic trace between 
constructions that show STemporal Arrangements and those that do not. A separate column was used 
for each of the participants. This charting showed the same three divisions found in the SText. The 
use of a separate column for each participant occurring in SPRIMARY N N ~ O N  in event propositions 
also points up the possibility of a further division of the text into eight SParagraphs. A new paragraph 
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begins each time the primary role function in the events changes to a new participant or group of 
participants. 

A comparison of the referential plot trace (chart 7), the semotactic trace (chart 5), and the semantic 
structure observed in the text, especially the three-part division in the construction of the STea, leads 
to questions about the functions of the structures observed in the semantics for the communication 
situation, especially in terms of the ~ N T  of the communicator and how he accomplishes this intent. 

Looking first at the structure of the SDiscourse, we may ask why the communicator has divided the 
discourse into two parts. We see that the semantic propositions of the SDisc.P basically involve an 
introduction of the major participants and a description and contrasting of the  REF between Juan 
and his friend. The tension built up by the contrast between the bad relationship of the brothers and 
the good relationship of the friends poses a problem that demands resolution. So we may say the 
SDisc.P realizes the 'presentation' of the problem. The 'resolution' of the problem is realized in the 
SDisc.C. These realizates of the structure of the SDisc can be stated in terms of the following realization 
relationship between the communication situation and the semantic strata. 

a~eferential Plot / S~iscourse  Narrative 

S ~ i s c o u r s e . ~  \ C S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  brothers don't get along 

S ~ i s c o u r s e . ~  \ a ~ ~ s o ~ u n o ~ :  brother helps brother when friend does not 

Looking at the SLogical Arrangements together, we see that the communicator seems to be using 
them to make explanatory comments about the participants or events. Their CSRealizate then can be 
stated in terms of the a~~~~~~ OF THE COMMUNICATOR in the following c s ~ s  formula: 

"INTENT OF THE COMMUNICATOR I. to give explanations about the events or participants. 
/ ' ~ o ~ i c a l  Arrangements 

Looking now at the SText as a whole, we see some further indications about the purpose of the 
communicator in giving this text. His basic purpose or intent seems to be stated in the conclusion of 
the text, the SText.F, where he directs his comments to the audience. He states his conclusion that 
brothers will help each other in times of trouble but friends will not. His intent as we gather it in this 
conclusion seems to be to teach the value of %inship relationships. This is stated again in a csls 
realization relationship as follows: 

C S 1 ~ ~ ~  OF THE COMMUNICATOR 2. to teach the value of kin relationships 
I ' ~ e x t . ~  

Similarly the SText.C appears to express the communicator's mode of illustrating his primary intent, 
expressed in the conclusion, of teaching the value of kin relationships. This intcnt is expressed in the 
following cs~s realization relationship. 

"INTENT OF THE COMMUNICATOR 3. to illustrate the value of kin relationships 
/ % e x t . ~  

Another interesting feature of this text is the communicator's use of negative constructions. The 
question arises as to why he should want to use negatives at all. There are three negatives occurring 
in succession at the very outset of the text, each stating somcthing about what the two brothers did 
not do, after having stated that they were brothers. It appears that the communicator is taking into 
account the Kalinga cultural expectation regarding the relationship of brothers. These two brothers 
were not behaving in the expected way. Each of the negative statements about the behavior of the two 
brothers is correlated with a statement about what they did do after the problem of their bad 
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relationship was resolved. The statement that they did not get along together corresponds to the 
statement in sentence 25 that 'together' they singed the hair of the sheep. The statement that they did 
not eat together corresponds to the statement in sentence 25 that they ate the sheep together. The 
statement that they did not enter each other's house corresponds to the statement in sentence 30 that 
Pedro took Juan into his house and to the statement in sentence 25 that they took the sheep to Pedro's 
house.. 

Another negative occurs in sentence 20; it is stated that Pedro did not first ask Juan why he had 
killed, but immediately took him into his house. Apparently the communicator feels that the audience 
would have expected Pedro to ask fust why Juan had killed someone, so by the use of the negative he 
appears to be saying something about what he feels is the attitude of the audience. These functions of 
the negatives are stated in the following csts formula. 

C s ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~  BEHAVIOR I CULTURE: Kalinga / 'NEGATION 

AUDIENCE: reaction I 
3. Conclusion 

This study has demonstrated the value of the stratificational model in looking at language in 
relatively small chunks at the various stratal levels while at the same time showing how the structural 
aspects of the language at the various stratal levels can be related and integrated into a unified whole 
by means of the realization relationships between the strata. This model of stratificational grammar 
developed by Ilah Fleming has proven particularily useful in its ability to show the relationship of the 
communication situation to the structure of language. 
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Appendix 

Sadatun Duwan Mansunud 
these,T two rel.as.sib 

1. Sada Juan knn Pedro, mansunud da, yoong adi da 
T,PL Juan and Pedro rel.as.sib they but not they 

mafahng fa manggulagula da. 2. Adi da 
~~,get.along,INc for ~F,always.fight,INC they not they 

rnankakknknn knn manlollonok si boloy. 
~ ~ , e a t . t o g e t h e r , ~ ~ c , ~ N c  conj PF,enter,REC,INC NM house 

3. Si Juan, inggaw g q o m  na of napiya dif koon da fa amina 
T Juan exist friend his and good NM do their for all 

knnon do, manggogwaan da. 4. ffinayuna man'abaabaf da un 

food their divide,lNC they always PF,meet,lNC they REL 

umoy man'ay'ayaw si uduma boboloy umoy manggan-ganas. 5. Nu 
~ O , I N C  visit,INC NM other village go,wc enjoy,lNc if 

awad isidan dif osa kan dida of napiya, ina knmpay itdan dif 
exist viand NM one OBL them and good go.he certainly give,INC NM 

osa. 
other 

6. Mansomsomok man si Juan, laweng dif mamuutana ufdit 
PF,think,lNC TA,SEQ NM Juan bad NM ~~, th ink .h is  NM 

mansubosubog do un mansunud. 7. Nap ja  dif koon da 

fight they REL rel.as.sib PredFocus,good NM do they 

utdit gajyotn na. 8. N a n y a  si sikap ra mangil 'ana nu 
NM friend his PF,make,cMP NM plan purpose see.he if 

knmaan dir napiya un gapom sir lawenga sunud. 9. Ina pinatoy 
how NM good REL friend NM bad,REL brother go.he  kill,^^^ 

dif osan knnnelu na, asi na nan'omos dit dalan dit knnnelu. 

NM one sheep his then he b a t h e , c ~ ~  NM blood.of NM sheep 

10. Nilogloganan inainin dit ulu na. 11. Maabus man, 

wash.hair,CMP,he completely NM head his finish TA.SEQ 

nanukduklusa 0 uminoy sit gajyotn no. 12. Dumatong man sit 
run,CMP he go,CMP NM friend his arrive TA,SEQ NM 

paway dir gajyom na, gutmninga un, gajyom, innon 
yard.of the friend his call CMP,QUO,VOC friend how 

fun kook, raguwonak fa kummatoyak si t a p .  
nearspeaker do.1 PF,save.me for kill,CMP,I NM person 

The Two Brothers 

1. Juan and Pedro 
were brothers, but they 
did not get along well, 
for they were always 
fighting. 2. They did 
not eat together nor 
enter each other's 
house. 

3. Juan had a friend, 
and they got along well 
together, for they 
shared all their food. 4. 
They would always 
meet together to go 
visiting in other places 
to go have a good 
time. 5. If one had 
food, he would always 
go share it with the 
other. 

6. As he was think- 
ing, Juan concluded 
that it was bad for him 
and his brother to be 
fighting. 7. He and his 
friend were getting 
along well together. 8. 
H e  came up with a 
plan to see how a good 
friend and a bad 
brother compared. 9. 
He went and killed one 
of his sheep, and then 
he bathed in the blood 
of the sheep. 10. He 
washed his hair in it 
completely. 11. When 
he had finished, he 
went running to his 
friend. 12. When he ar- 
rived at the yard of his 
friend, he called, 
saying, "Friend, what 
will I do? Save me, for 
I have killed a person." 
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13. Umisdung man dit gayyom na, turnwan pasig dala dit 
look.out,lNc TA,SEQ the friend his true total blood NM 

ulu na kan long'ag na. 14. Sumungbat man dil gayyom na 
head his and body his answer,INc TA,SEQ NM friend his 

kananan, ay gayyom, s j a  nat adik pjaon ta sumaglat ka 
say.he,Quo hey friend that NM not.1 like for incriminate,INC you 

un lawa kan dikami. 
LK only oru,prn us 

15. Kaysan si Juan. 16. Nanukduklus 0 uman. 17. Dumatong 
leave NM Juan rUn,CMP he again arrive,l~c 

man sit paway dit sunud na, gumminga un, sunud, taguwonak 
TA,SEQ NM yard NM brother his call,CMP QUO brother saveme 

ta hmmatoyak si t a p .  
for kil1,cMP.I NM person 

18. Umila man dit sunud na utdit paway, pasig dala dit 
look,INC TA,SEQ NM brother his NM yard total blood NM 

ulu na kan long'ag na. 19. Dagusa lummayug si Pedron 
head his and body his immediately jump,CMP NM Pedro 

sunud na ot dinokmaana dit iman Juan. 20. Innilnok na 
brother his and grab.he,CMP NM hand.of Juan bring.in,CMP he 

0 utdit boloy un adi na yan inunus nu apay larmmatoy. 21. 
him PF,NM house REL not he still a s k , c ~ p  if why kil1,CMP 

Ina imrnos asi na badutan sit abusonan omson. 22 
go.he ba the ,c~P then he clothe,INc when finish.he bathe,r~c 

Mambadubadut manon, pinakanana. 23. Maabus man mangan, asi 
clothe,lNc TA,SEQ feed.he,C~P finish TA,SBQ eat,lNC then 

na inimus nu sin kawad dit pinatoy nu. 
he ask,cMP if LOC where NM  kill,^^^ he 

24. Ummoy Juan impuyut, yoong dakngon da man, kannelu. 
~ O , C M P  Juan  bring,^^^ but a r r i v e , ~ ~ c  they TA,SEQ sheep 

25. 0 1  nilangon dun duwa, asi da indallay 0 sir boloy 
and s inge ,c~p they,LK two then they take,CMP it NM house 

Pedro ta ida inutu asi da kinana duwa. 
Pedro purp go.they cook,CMP then they eat,CMP two 

13. When his friend 
looked out, sure 
enough, his head and 
body were covered with 
blood. 14. Answering, 
his friend said, "Hey, 
friend, that is what I 
don't like, for you will 
just incriminate us." 

15. Juan left. 16. H e  
ran again. 17. When he 
arrived at his brother's 
yard, he called, saying, 
"Brother, save me, for 
I have killed a person." 

18. When his brother 
looked in the yard, his 
head and body were all 
bloody. 19. Immediately 
Pedro, his brother, 
jumped up and 
grabbed Juan's hand. 
20. He brought him 
into the house not even 
asking first why he had 
committed murder. 21. 
He went and bathed 
him and then put 
clothes on him when 
he had finished bathing 
him. 22. Having 
drcssed him, he fed 
him. 23. When he had 
eaten, then he asked 
where the person was 
whom he had killed. 

24. Juan brought him 
to the place, but when 
they got there, it was a 
sheep. 25. So they 
singed it together and 
then they took it to 
Pedro's house, to go 
cook it, and then they 
ate it together. 
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26. Ulw lawena nat sunud nu, tawwon dikn nu nasipob nut 26. Even if vour . - - 
even bad NM brother your save,mc you if difficult NM brother is bad, he will 

save you if you are in 
ipamasak nu. 27. UIay napiya nut gayom nu, adi dika matap nu trouble. 27. Even if 
happen your even good NM friend your not you save,INC if your friend is a good 

nasigab nar isamak nu. 
difficult N M  happen your 

one, he won't save you 
when you are in 
trouble. 
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Chart 1. Mor~hemic trace (continued) 
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Chart 1. Morphemic trace (continued) N m 
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*culturally predicted 

Chart 2. Summary from semantics and the communication situation 

RefPedro 

- 
1 time 

other 

human 

male 

bad 

- rank (bro) 

OWNER 
(yard, house) 

Pedro 

8 times 

1 time 

24 times 

6 times 

RefJuan 

5 times 

2 times 

other 

human 

male 

+ rank (bro) 

+ rank 

OWNER 
(food, sheep) 

{" WHOLE bnnd 

Juan 

29 times 

2 times 

61 times 

12 times 

Communication 

Incident 

Functions 

COMM 

AUD 

'iF; ;A 

Reffriend 

2 times 

1 time 

other 

human 

(male)' 

good 

- rank 

OWNER 

(food, yard) 

WSTEKIIAL 

f m I A L )  

6 times 

none 

12 times 

7 times 

%lass 

S ~ ~ ~ :  Sex 

S ~ ~ ~ :  Evaluation 

SInterparIicipant role 
%in 

SOwnership 

SSingle Participant 

SE&tential 

SPartitive 

SIdentification 

$Naming 

%PIC (sentence) 

%PIC (discourse) 

SPrimary function 

"Primary function 

Refimd 

all 

fmd  

OWNED 

none 

none 

none 

3 times 

Refidea 

aU 

idea 

none 

none 

none 

1 time 

Refsheep 

all 

sheep 

? 

OWNED 

WHOLE Pd 
7 times 

none 

none 

10 times 
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Chart 3. Morphotactic trace--Noun Phrase 
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Chart 3. Morpholactic lraco--Clause 
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Chart 3. Mornhotactic tracc--Noun Phrase (continued) 
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Charl 3. Morpholactic trace-Clausc (continued) 
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Chart 3. Morphotactic trace-Noun Phrase (continued) 
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Chart 3. Morphotaclic trace-Clause (continued) 
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Chart 3. Morpholactic traceNoun Phrase (continucd) 
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Chart 3. Morpholaclic trace --Clause(conlinucd) 

EXPERIENCE 

WI lu(i&m* 

GP mlyw unc + INC 

- I 
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Chart 4. Semotactic tradmt stage 
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Chart 4. Semotactic tracefnst stage 
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Chart 4. Semotactic tracefust stage (continued) 
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Chart 4. Semotatic trace--lint stage(continued) 

k TA tbe 

nu "a*& Ml i'pnuuM* 
if bad h e  happen 

i( bad tbc happen 
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Chart 5. Semotactic tracesecond stage 
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Chart 5. Semantic trace-sewnd stage 
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Chart 5. Semotactic trace-second stage (continued) 

+ SPAT U X  fried' p h  
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Chart 5. Semotactic trace-second stage (continued) 
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Chart 5. Semotactic trace-second stage (continued) 

'EV ACT- M: kkd 
A m  - + NEG 
GC AUDlFNCe 

'AW= nlt  gmd 
m: fried 

%REF- REF,: friend 
REPI. AUD 

+rani; 
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Chart 5. Semotactic trace--second stage (continued) 

Swnd;kn a 
S A ~ =  act bard 

rn what 
bnppera to yon 
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Propositions preceded by man 
Temp Arrangement 

6. Abstract of the text 

Propositions using 'go' 
+ Vw in C1.C + 'then' 

wwy (da) man'ay'ayaw .. 
g0,lNC they visit,lNC 

m y  (da) manggan-ganas. 
go,INC they enjoy,lNc 

1. Juan and Pedro were 
brothers ... 

3. Juan had a friend ... 

3. ... they shared all their 
food. 

4. They would ... go 
visiting ... 

4. ... to go have a good 
time. 

Chart 

Propositions with 
~repobed KP 

Sada Juan kM Pedro, 
T.PL Juan and Pedro 

mnnnutud da ... 
rel.as.sib they 

Si Juan, inngaw 
T Juan exist 
gnyyom M ... 
friend bis 

... amina kamn da, 
all food their 

manggogwaan da. 
divide,INC they 

5. ... would ahuays go 
share (food) ... 

(Nu awad isidan dit osa )... 
if exist viand NM one . , 

i. Juan concluded that 
it was bad for him 
and his brother to 
be fighting. 

9. ... went and killed ... 
sheep, and then 
bathed in the blood ... 

11. ... he went running 
to his friend. 

12. ... he arrived ... 
he called, saying, ... 
Save me .... 

ina ... itdan dit osa. 
go.he give,INc NM other 

Ina pinntoy dit osm 
go.he kill,CMP NM one 
koMeIu na, asi na 
sheep his then he 
nan'omos dir dala ... 

b a t h e . C ~ ~  NM blwd 

Mmbu m, nunukdulusa 
finish T4SEQ run,CMP 
0 u~nmoy sit gayyom na. 
be g0,CMP NM friend his 

Dumfong man ...gumming a 
mive T ~ S E Q  call 
rm, ... taguwonak ... 
CMP.QUO,VOC saveme 

13. ... his Wend, looked 
out ... were covered 

Mansomsomok man si 
~P,think,lNC TA,SEQ NM 
Juan, laweng dit ... mansubosubog 
Juan bad NM fight 
da un mansunud. Napiya ... 
they REL rel.as.sib PFocus,good 

Urnisdung man dit gayyom 
Iwk.out.INc TA.SEQ the friend 
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14. Answering ... (he) 
said, "... I don't like 
... 

17. ... he arrived at his 
brother's yard, he 
called, ..." save me ..." 

18. ... his brother 
looked ... his head 
and body were all 
bloody. 

21. He went and 
bathed him and 
then put clothes 
on hi ... 

22. (Juan) having 
d r d  him 
(brother), he fed him 

23. (Juan) ... had eaten, 
(brother) ... asked 
where the person 
was whom h e  had 
killed. 

24. Juan brought him 
to the place, ... 

25. ... but when they 
got there, it was a 
sheep. 

25. ... and then they 
took it to Pedro's 
house, ... 

25. ... to go cook it, and 
then they ate it 
together. 

Chart 6. Ahstran of the text (mnlinued) 

Propositions with Propositions using 'go' Propositions preceded by man 
preposed NP + w in C1.C + 'then' Temp Arrangement 

S m g b a I  man, ... k-, 
onnuer,INC TMEQ say.he,QUo 
... a& piyaon ... 

not.1 like 

huMIong man sit ... mud 
anive,INC TASEQ NM brother 
no, gumming un, ... taguwonak ... 
his caII,CMP QUO saveme 

Umih man dit sunud no, 
Iook,INC TASEQ NM brother his 
... pasig dah ... 

total blood 

Inn immos asi no 
go.he bathe,CMP then he 
badutan ... 
clothe,INc 

Mambadubadut manon, 
clothe.INC TASEQ 
pinakanana. 
feed.he,cMP 

Maabus man mangan, mi na 
finish TAsEQ eat.1NC then he 
inimur, ... kawad dif pinafoy na. 
ask,CMP where NM kill,CMP he 

Utnntoy Juan impuyuf ... 
go,CMP Juan bring,CMP 

... yoong dnkngon da man, 
but arrive,INC they T4SEQ 

h n e l u .  

then they take,cMP 

go-they  cook,^^^ then 
da !iim duwa. 
thev eat.CMP two 

(Numbers refer to sentences in the appendix.) I 
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Chart 7. Referential plot trace 
h I 

I ~ o ~ ~ e m c o r a l  Arraneements I Temporal Arrangements I 

lsentence 1 Ire1 as sib Ire1 as sib I I I I I 

lmth other \with other I 

to 

eood friend to 

I I I 
think (man) 
made a plan 

if one has 
food, shares 

sentence 5 

I I 
paragraph 4 

if one has 
food, shares 

I 
paragraph 5 

lsentence 15,161 I I I Ileave (man) I I 
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Chart 7. Referential plot trace (continued) 
1 

sentence 19 

sentence 20 

sentence 21 

sentence 22 1 

not ask first 
why he kill 

1 feed Igo d r w  (man) 

jump UP 

grab hand 
bring in house 

go bathe 
clothe 

sentence w I lask lfinish eat 


